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OnRamp Makes First Appearance at HIMSS Annual Conference 

AUSTIN, TX – New Orleans welcomes the 2013 Annual HIMSS Conference and Exhibition, March 3-7, 2013, at the 
Ernest N. Morial Convention Center. More than 37,000 healthcare industry professionals are expected to attend to 
discuss health information technology issues and view innovative solutions designed to transform healthcare. OnRamp is 
proud to be exhibiting for the first time at this annual event that helps healthcare IT and management systems 
professionals make the right decisions for their organizations. “Our HIPAA Complaint Hosting and Data Center Services are a 

great solution for many of the companies attending HIMSS that are concerned with maintaining the confidentiality, availability and 
integrity of Electronic Personal Health Information (e-PHI),” stated OnRamp Founder Chad Kissinger. 

The annual HIMSS conference in the U.S. ranks as one of the largest healthcare IT and management systems gatherings 
in the world. Attendees who participate in the 2013 conference can select from more than 300 education sessions in 23 
peer-reviewed topic categories, enjoy a variety of networking events, and visit an exhibits floor filled with innovations and 
management solutions.  

 Keynote speakers confirmed for HIMSS13 include: 

 President Bill Clinton, founder of The William J. Clinton Foundation and 42nd President of the United States 

 Warner Thomas, president and CEO, Ochsner Health System 

 Eric J. Topol, West Endowed Chair of Innovative Medicine, Scripps Health; professor of Genomics, The Scripps 

Research Institute; and cardiologist 

 Closing keynote discussion between James Carville, political consultant, and Karl Rove, media contributor and 

deputy chief of staff and senior advisor to former President George W. Bush  

Conference education sessions include pre-conference symposia on ICD-10, clinical and business intelligence, health 
information exchanges, clinical engineering, innovation, meaningful use, nursing informatics, physicians’ IT, and RFID and 
RTLS in healthcare. More than 300 peer-reviewed sessions, including workshops and roundtables, round out education 
offerings at HIMSS13. 

The Interoperability Showcase, a conference highlight, interactively demonstrates live clinical information systems using 
cutting-edge technology. New this year, the showcase educational sessions will offer continuing education credits. On the 
exhibit floor, three Knowledge Centers, with more than 60 education and vendor solutions, are designed to bring 
attendees a one-stop experience based around the hot topics of mobile health, clinical and business analytics/intelligence, 
and ICD-10.  The Meaningful Use Experience, also new to HIMSS13, makes it easy for providers to find EHR product and 
module solutions that are certified for acute or ambulatory facilities. The HIMSS13 exhibition floor also features knowledge 
sharing that focuses on usability and proven implementations. 

As a first-time HIMSS13 exhibitor, OnRamp looks forward to demonstrating its highly flexible data center services which 
help customers protect their e-PHI. As an SSAE16 SOC I Type II, PCI and HIPAA company, OnRamp’s state-of-the-art 
data centers are designed to the highest levels of security, redundancy and reliability. The company recently announced 
two expansion projects with the opening of a new data center in Raleigh, North Carolina, and plans to build a secondary 
facility in Austin, Texas. These additions will help OnRamp meet the growing demand for its services, which include high 
density colocation, cloud computing, high security hosting and disaster recovery services.   

For more information about HIMSS13 and to register, visit www.himssconference.org. 

http://onr.com/secure-server-hosting/hipaa-compliant-hosting/
http://onr.com/data-center-services/


 

 

About OnRamp 
OnRamp was founded in 1994 in Austin, TX. As one of Texas’ first Internet Operations companies, OnRamp’s history is 
rooted in providing reliable and secure connectivity that enables distributed computing. Today, OnRamp is a Data Center 
operations company that delivers a full suite of colocation, cloud computing, high security hosting and disaster recovery 
services backed by Full7Layer Support, to help customers build, deploy and manage Data Center operations at each and 
every layer. 
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